DevOps Workshop

The DevOps Workshop curriculum prepares operations teams and related personnel for running, managing, and tuning Node.js in production. Best practices in application security, configuration, load balancing, performance, and monitoring are explored.

Who Should Attend:
Operations and Support Engineers

Pre-Requisites:                      Duration:
General DevOps experience          2 Days

Learning Objectives:
By the end of training, attendees will:

☑ Be familiar with the runtime, npm, core Node modules, and the Node ecosystem
☑ Understand best practices for Node
☑ Know what warning signs to watch for
☑ Be able to deal with deployment and architectural concerns

Topics Covered:
Topics include, but are not limited to: npm concerns for operations, process management for Node.js, system resource management and tracking, Node.js and system privileges, and load balancing and handling TLS.